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As you can see using ffmpeg with video as the sole source you only get frames from when its flying and the sound has stopped. In other words the audio in the terminal will be bad. I've tried using the x264 format as input to ffmpeg and getting the AVI file to play back but it gives a bunch of errors about audio not decoding and also
low level segmentation errors. They didn't seem that important when using 2 successive sources each time. I may just try recoding this file with a different approach using mencoder directly. Any ideas? A: You can add timestamps to the video using the V4L2 API: An application simply has to call v4l2_querycap() before calling

v4l2_querycap(). The first call returns a pointer to a V4L2_CAPABILITY struct. The function v4l2_querycap() uses this struct to return a name/description of the capabilities of the connected device. I'm not a big fan of this solution, since I'm not sure how well it will work under Windows. But it might be worth a try. If that doesn't work
you might have better luck using FFmpeg to save the video with an own timestamp in the filename (e.g. -add_text 'at %s' -y %s.avi). A: This works on Linux, OS X and Windows. It's a bit messy to set up but will give you timestamps and a label of your choice. It also extends to multiple devices, but I have tested with a single webcam
only. The manual is found here: Unix #!/usr/bin/env sh # group (set of three numbers, e.g. 001, 002, 003) that # FFmpeg will label output video files with (optional) # video string. In the format YY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS. (optional). # Once set, the group cannot be changed. G="103" # store this timestamp inside the label file, which is #

written every time the timestamp resets (optional) START_TIMESTAMP=`date '+%Y/%m/% 0cc13bf012
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TSS Sound Pack. The sound. Wukong. Wukong. TSS A380 SOUND PACK FOR FSX AND FS2004.Inactivation of T cell function in multiple sclerosis patients: relationship to the number of T cell subsets. The proliferative response of peripheral blood lymphocytes to PHA was examined in 15 multiple sclerosis (MS) patients, 6 of whom were
treatment naive. Seven normal healthy donors served as controls. Since T cells are now classified into the CD4+, CD8+, CD4- CD8+ and double negative T cell subsets, proliferative responses were evaluated to PHA by using the quantitative microculture technique with dichotomous indicators (MTT assay) and for all subsets by using

a limiting dilution method. We found a significantly decreased response in all T cell subsets in MS patients, but not in double negative T cells, which proved to be normal, compared with controls. This significant reduction was found both at low PHA concentrations and after stimulation with a low PHA dose. There was a highly
significant correlation between PHA proliferative responses and the absolute number of T cell subsets. The lowest number of T cell subsets correlated most closely with the lowest proliferative response to PHA. The results strongly suggest that T cell subsets are inactivated in MS patients.ST. PAUL, Minn. – Retired military police
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mentioned here are the property of their owners.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to ophthalmological diagnostic equipment. More particularly, the present invention relates to a method and apparatus for detecting changes in patient eye gaze as a function of time. 2. Description of Related Art In clinical

ophthalmic examinations, it is desirable to be able to identify changes in a patient's eye gaze. For example, in testing for various eye pathologies such as mild glaucoma, normally, a patient is asked to fix her eye gaze on various discrete visual targets while the patient and physician determine the visual acuity and fundal reflex of
the eye. It is necessary to be able to identify such eye gaze changes. An example of such a test would be a retinal stimulus which gradually dims in intensity and the patient is asked to fix his eye gaze upon it as it fades.Q: Format new lines with formatted string I have a string "This is a sample of a test that came from the word

processing application. " and I need to output it as "This is a sample of a test that came from the word processing application.
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